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  Optical microcavities which can confine light at a small space are essential for the 
next-generation optical devices such as optical Kerr frequency combs or all-optical signal 
processing circuits. For the high Q microcavity, it is ideal to use single crystalline optical materials 
from the viewpoint of optical characteristics, such as calcium fluoride (CaF2) or sapphire. An 
ultra-precision cutting process is mainly used for manufacturing of the microcavity. However, those 
materials are characterized by brittleness and crystal anisotropy, and the cutting performance is still 
an issue. In this research, surface integrity in ultra-precision cutting of single crystalline CaF2 and 
sapphire was analyzed in details, and on the basis of the results, the microcavities were successfully 
manufactured by an ultra-precision cutting. 
  Chapter 1 presents an introduction of this research. 
  Chapter 2 presents a background about microcavities and ultra-precision machining of single 
crystalline optical materials, and also shows a purpose of this research.  
  Chapter 3 describes material fracture systems which affect the surface integrity in ultra-precision 
cutting. As an analytical model of material fracture behavior, resolved stress model is used, and 
weighted Schmid factor and cleavage fracture parameter are proposed to analyze the ease of 
activation of slip, twinning and cleavage. 
  Chapter 4 presents evaluation results of the cutting performance of CaF2 in plunge-cut and 
cylindrical turning tests. It was clarified that the machined surface integrity varies in dependency 
with cutting crystalline planes and directions, and the surface morphology, surface roughness and 
critical depth of cut change according to its crystalline structure. It is clarified that the variation of 
critical depth of cut tends to coincide with the proposed weighted Schmid factor, and {100} <011> 
slip system, {111} cleavage, and partially {110} cleavage contribute to anisotropic fracture. 
  Chapter 5 presents evaluation results of the plunge-cut tests of (0001) sapphire. Same as CaF2, it 
was shown that the surface integrity changes depending on cutting directions, and variation of the 
critical depth of cut tends to coincide well with both weighted Schmid factor and cleavage fracture 
parameter. It is clarified that rhombohedral twinning, rhombohedral cleavage, and prismatic 
cleavage are dominant on anisotropic fracture behavior. 
  Chapter 6 presents the validity of the ultra-precision cutting method by investigating the 
influence of surface integrity and cavity shape on cavity performance. The microcavity with 4.6×
106 Q factor was obtained as the highest Q factor in this study, and the trapezoidal microcavity 
which shows anomalous dispersion was also successfully manufactured. Moreover, for suppression 
of thermos-opto-mechanic oscillation, it is noted that the CaF2-brass hybrid cavity was designed, 
manufactured, and evaluated. It was shown that the manufactured hybrid cavity showed a high 
thermal stability compared to conventional mono-material microcavities. 
  Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes this research, including future prospects.
 
